Bissell Wrenched Left Knee During Last Quarter

FINAL SCORE 23 TO 9
Blue and Gold Fight to Keep Unfounded Home Record

The Blue and Gold kept its home record in the ice hockey game intact last night, when the score was recorded as 23 to 9. A successful season for both teams was the order of the day, and which will be the last game of the season. The Blue and Gold felt they were slightly underdogs, as the team had been troubled by injuries most of the season. However, the team managed to hold the lead throughout the game, and put up a strong defense against the Lowell Textile team. The game was intense, with both teams putting in a strong effort. The outcome was a well-deserved win for the Blue and Gold team.
THE SPIRIT

THE DECAY OF CONVERSATION.

"I rise to lament the growing prevalence of information—and what is worse, of information and specific information," writes Philip Wagner in his latest contribution to "The Decadence of Conversation," to the "Limon Month" in the February "Elabor." "There is an increasing tendency these days to be well-informed on matters of moment; and this is a sad premonition that conversation is being ruined. The rise of the daily papers, the encyclopaedia, of books and expensive magazines, and the prevalence of 'on top of it' in every mouth, has made it impossible to have an intelligent conversation. The public mind has made to use information so happily easy that it is becoming quite impossible to talk on a subject without repeated and repeated assertions that are, in truth, one can affirm with an emphasis firmly grounded in experience that the college furnishes the setting and the stimulus to many of such men. There are on our own campus many who are drawing interest from the outside society for four years, but that this is proving to be the great father of our country—an on again great research, certainly cannot have much work if he can spend his invaluable time in the common college, no aon, but for whom the world waits with arms extended out of need. They are embarking on a transition from a fluid chaste college life to the hordes of contacts of society. They may be for their share, they have spent their time among the wise and the virtuous, and as sure as they have sought for that which is eternal in the commoner and humbler things has been lost. Such are the men in which we are interested, but for whom the common and the humble must remain forever." With that comes the danger to our eyes toward the skin. There is the danger that if we have not these guarantees, that if the college is to be the same as it ever is, it is a true Greek and indeed noble, and we thus derive this saying.

The "Ministers" who is the college. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow wrote in his Junior year at College: "Whatever I study, I ought to be engaged in all my soul, for I will be eminent in something, most eagerly aspire after further eminence in literature."
ALUMNI NOTES

The Rev. Cranton Brenton, Trinity, ’90, is Sacrist of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York. He delivered a discourse at Westminster, in the Cathedral on "The Lost Consciousness of Sin." He cited the complacency and self-satisfaction of the people of today, and declared that they do not see the power of God in their lives, and said that people have lost the consciousness of sin.

• February, 1929.

To Our Classmates of ’99:

During these winter days, while we are all dreaming of the "good old college summer time," we should give some thought and plan for, your reunion on Class Day, September 27th. It is to be a big reunion—many of the men have promised to be back—b ut, very few have stated that they expect to be there—probably it will be the largest class gathering in the history of "the old college." All of our living professors have been invited and will attend, or will send representatives.

Bishop McElvain—our next Bishop—will preach the Baccalaureate Sermon. He will deliver it in the Old Chapel before the game.

There will be many other thrills.

Plan now to come back to meet a lot of your classmates of the "one hundred"—you'll be glad you did.

Bishop McElvain—our next Bishop—will preach the Baccalaureate Sermon. He will deliver it in the Old Chapel before the game.

There will be many other thrills.

End of our Classmates of ’99.

The Tripod

HARTFORD NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST CO.

A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS A GREAT CONVENIENCE.

Resources Over $40,000,000

A REAL BOOK SHOP

Edwin Valentine Mitchell

BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND PRINT DEALER.

27 Lewis Street, Hartford.

Jefferson Pharmacy
Prescriptions a Specialty.

1622 Broad Street, New Haven. E. G. & Post Office Sub-Station No. 15.

The College Tailor
Cleaning and Pressing
1279 BROAD STREET
H. BORNSTEIN, Proprietor.

"Say It With Flowers"
WIRE SERVICE TO ANY PART OF THE WORLD.

HENRY ANTZ BARBER SHOP
CHAIRMAN.

F. PITTINGER & G. GODDARD
27 Pearl St., Hartford.

2 Grove St., Old Times Bldg.

HUBERT'S DRUG STORE
212 ZION STREET
"Right over the Hill from the College"

We carry a Complete Line of Drugs, Sundries, Stationery, Candy, Soda, etc.

We Invite Your Patronage.

SLIPMONT'S
Stationers, Engravers, Printers
502 Pearl Street, at Ann

The College Place
The Place of Accommodation

M. W. SCHEER, Prop.

44 Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.

STEINMEYER's
Smart Haberdashery

785 Main Street near Pearl

Trinity Men Prefer
THE HEUBLEIN BARBER SHOP

58 Mulberry Street, Hartford.

A RECENT PROGRESS.

American institutions have long been subjected to foreign tours. Most of these institutions have been unjust and merely represented a public relations exercise, in which democracy. Now and then a keen observer sees beneath the surface and recognizes a fundamental defect in the American native. The college student votes for a policy of no fraternities, and then sooner or later English visitors to our shores of a few months ago. His conclusions, while soundly based, are not always without notable exceptions, pictures rather than of the institutions of higher learning in the United States.

The college, in comparison with the University of Notre Dame and other universities outside the classroom, is the ideal school. It is a place where a student and a teacher use a typewriter. In short, the aim seems to be the acquisition of a knowledge of the fundamentals of life, leadership, and citizenship rather than the acquisition of a large number of individual performances of financial gain. As a result the college culture is neglected, while the university culture is highly patronized. The fundamental idea of the "intellec- tual stagnation" because there is no possibility to develop one's personality.

It is true that college students are not always perfect people. They may have been coming back from every country the University has visited this year. Cubans, Hawaiians, Japanese, Chinese, Siamese and British have been greatly impressed with the seriousness of purpose displayed by these American students.

FRESHMEN HEAR SCIENCE

(Continued from page 1.)

sciences. They do not wish to apply science to economics or history. That is, they do not wish to write a term paper on the application of science to a social problem. This attitude, however, does not seem to be general. If the decrees are followed in Russia, the world will be the winner for the experiment and will profit accordingly.

The lecture closed with questions and the students proceeded to the science to religion, music, and the fine arts was discussed. The Einstein problems and the theory of Relativity and Professor Showdrow showed the fact that it synthesizes and generalizes the work of previous scientists or the "practical values" today.

VASTRIM TRIMMLOW TECHEL
(Continued from page 1.)

basketball in the second period, they were far from being in their up-and-down form. Many shots went wild, and the playing was rather poor, but then too, fate was against Trinity for many shots destined to swish through the rim and bounce out again.

The summary:

Slussberg, If. 2 2
Flaming, rf. 2 2
Nye, c. 2 2
dunschalam, 1G. 2 2
Glym, A. 2 2
Meier, 1 2
Total. 5 23

Lowell Textile.

G. F. P.

AS.

Allard, r. 2 2
Farrell, r. 2 2
Savard, c. 1 1
Jarch, r. 1 1
Kettner, 1 1
McGin, 1 1
Total. 5 3

SORE DINNER CLUB ELECTS.

(Continued from page 1.)

British students who are interested in the 'varsity football team and he also played on the 'varsity team while at Trinity; and he also

The college is distinctly American. It is not their purpose to "cloud the clouds" in philosophy, nor to emphasize Alumus and Section honors. The college is not the place for "character," "leadership," or "citizenship" may be explained.

The college from New York—"The Tripod."--For the first time in the history of the issue, the regular academic degrees will be conferred on the high seas, according to announcements from the home office of Floating University at 11 Broadway, New York. The faculty of this co-ed travel university is steaming from Penang to Calcutta to provide this unique venture.

B. M. A., and B. W. A. degrees, The B. W. A. (Bachelor of World Art), a degree in a new and unique field, and based on the conclusion of the college that "students should not spend their time in the study of public affairs, the diplomatic and economic services, or international business."

To win the B. W. A. the student may choose any course leading to the study of a number of languages in an intensive study of the courses in the World Affairs division of the Floating University. The student must spend all four years with Floating University.

The M. A. degree will differ from the usual master's degree, in that individual research and a thesis are required. The student completes the requirements during the round-the-world cruise, and his thesis will be approved by a European or American library.

The B. A. can be won in Junior and Senior years, with major in literature or art. A few well qualified seniors can be accepted as candidates for the degree one year, with major in French or German, international economy, or political and social history of Europe. The revised charter was made effective February 25.
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THE TRIPOD

Junior Varsity Wins and Loses

Beats Upper Classmen but Loses to Nutmegs. The Freshman basketball team, comprised of Junior Varsity players, defeated the upper class boys by a score of 37 to 19 as a preliminary to the Lowell game last Saturday night, in the Hopkins Street gym. The yearlings outplayed the older students in every department of the game and at no time were they even seriously threatened. The passing of the younger team was quite good, whereas the upper class players were repeatedly throwing up the ball out of bounds or into the hands of opposing players. The losers were better at long shots; however, Sturm and Bush making several of the Russell type.

Every member of the winning team made at least three points, with Galino, Andrus and Adams leading the attack. Bush and Sturm played well for the losers.

The Hartford Nutmegs proved to be far superior to the Junior Varsity in the preliminary to the Hamilton game Thursday in the Hopkins Street gym, and as a result the Blue and Gold was overwhelmed by a 40 to 8 score. The passwork of the winning team was excellent and Collins, their ace, accounted for 15 points alone, leaving the ball in the hands of opposing players. The losers were better at long shots; however, Sturm and Bush making several of the Russell type.

The game was one-sided all the way, the losers being outclassed in every department of the game, and in assuming, the next two games ended with 10 to 8 scores. The Nutmegs were the victors in the first of these over the Delta Phi. This game was a tough battle all the way through, and the outcome was in question until the time was up.

As a result of this victory, the Nutmegs are in a clinch with the Sigma Nu for the top position in the league. The Psi Upsilon won the last game from the Deke. The playing of the Psi Upsilon was too much for the losers for the first part of the game, however, and during the second half and threatened to overtake the lead piled up by their opponents.

League Standing:

**W**. L. %
Sigma Nu, .833
Delta Phi, .833
Delta Kappa Epsilon, .833
Merrimack, .833
Alpha Phi, .833
Alpha Delta Kappa, .833
Alpha Chi Rho, .833

**The Summary:**
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